PROPOSED CONFERENCE RESOLUTION

STRATEGY FOR SCOUTING

Moved by: World Scout Committee

The Conference
- considering the outcomes of the evaluation of the Strategy for Scouting carried out by Our Strategic Path Priority Area Working Group in response to Resolution 6/2011 in Brazil, and in particular
  - commending the Working Group on the developed research and proposals
  - reiterating the fact that too many different components have been added to the Strategy for Scouting since its adoption in 2002, complicating a clear focus for the Movement and the Organization
  - noting the inadequate monitoring and evaluation of the current Strategy for Scouting
  - recognizing that the current Vision Statement and 7 Strategic Priorities approved in 2002 included a horizon of 2007 ("We see Scouting entering its second century...")

• approves the proposed strategic framework for the World Organization of the Scout Movement, as outlined in Conference Document 6, as the new Strategy for Scouting including a renewed Vision Statement for 2023 and its 6 Strategic Priorities

• requests the World Scout Committee
  - to ensure that the World and Regional Triennial Plans, up to the World Scout Conference of 2023, will be aligned with the new Strategy for Scouting, but doing so with a participative approach that is flexible in addressing different needs and realities around the world
  - to use the objectives per strategic priority as outlined in Conference Document 6, as well as the outcomes of this Conference, as a guideline and inspiration for further operational implementation of the strategic framework

• requests the World Scout Bureau
  - to develop clear key performance indicators for WOSM’s new strategic framework, ensuring adequate and consistent progress reporting to the World Scout Committee and the World Scout Conference
  - to update existing and where relevant create new WOSM resources for NSOs to incorporate the new Strategy for Scouting

• strongly encourages National Scout Organizations to incorporate the Strategy for Scouting into their own national strategy, taking different local realities and cultures into account.

---------

See Conference Document 6